This paper investigates an event-triggered output feedback control problem with guaranteed tracking performance for microelectromechanical system (MEMS) gyroscope subject to the lumped disturbances, including parameter uncertainties, coupling between driving mode and sensing mode, and unknown external disturbances. Firstly, to make the system output tracking errors evolve within the predetermined performance envelopes, a prescribed performance control (PPC) is employed in our controller design, such that a prescribed trajectory tracking with preselected settling time and steady-state tracking accuracy can be ensured. Besides, to simultaneously realize disturbance rejection and estimation of the immeasurable velocity state, linear extended state observers (LESOs) are designed to reconstruct the lumped disturbances and immeasurable velocity states for both MEMS gyroscope driving and sensing modes. In general, excessively energy and resource consumption are fundamentally neglected in most of the existing output feedback controllers for MEMS gyroscope, which will dramatically reduce the operational time of the close-loop system. To address this problem, we embed a fixed threshold event-triggered mechanism into the controller design procedure, such that the communication data size can be drastically reduced without sacrificing the tracking accuracy. Finally, to obtain the close-loop stability for MEMS gyroscope, robust control laws are designed to compensate for the measurement error and estimation error, meanwhile Zeno phenomena can be effectively eliminated. The simulation results and comparisons validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Attributing to the competences of micro volume, easy integration, and mass production, microelectromechanical system (MEMS) gyroscope has been employed extensively in automated machinery, inertial navigation, and military uses [1] - [3] . To support these implementations, a fast and precise measurement capability for MEMS gyroscope is of utmost significance, which can be achieved by pursuing a high-performance controller design. Fast and accurate tracking performance plays an essential role in the MEMS gyroscope controller system. However, the nominal MEMS gyroscope dynamics, featured as a strict-feedback nonlinear system, commonly suffers from the coupling between The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shihong Ding . drive shaft and sense shaft as well as parameter uncertainties, owing to the unavoidably fabrication imperfections [4] . Moreover, the working situations of MEMS gyroscope will also induce unknown disturbances into the close-loop control system, especially for some harsh working environments such as spacecrafts [5] , and hypersonic vehicle [6] . The nonlinearities, parametric uncertainties, as well as unknown external disturbances of MEMS gyroscope might result in overlong settling time, large overshoot, and even make the close-loop system to be unstable.
To achieve remarkable disturbance rejection control and obtain a satisfied steady-state tracking performance, many pioneering researches have been reported [7] , [8] . In [7] , by treating the nonlinearities, parametric uncertainties and external disturbances as the lumped disturbances, an efficient robust control approach, named as active disturbance VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ rejection control (ADRC), is developed with a linear extended state observer (LESO) to online reject the uncertainties, such that performance robustness against disturbances can be ensured. In [8] , by blending internal model-based output regulation technique with a nonlinear ESO (NESO), a robust output regulation scheme is utilized for MEMS triaxial gyroscope. Attributing to the universal approximation of neural network (NN), many neural adaptive control methods have been constructed for MEMS gyroscope [1] , [9] , [10] , [35] , [41] . To obtain higher estimation accuracy, a composite learning NN using serial-parallel estimation model is constructed for MEMS gyroscope subject to dynamics uncertainties in [1] , such that a higher estimation accuracy can be obtained. In [9] , radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) based adaptive sliding mode control (SMC) is studied for MEMS gyroscope with uncertain disturbances. To eliminate the chattering phenomenon caused by SMC [19] , a fuzzy-neural-network based global fast terminal sliding mode control (GTSMC) is explored for MEMS gyroscope [10] . Although most of the existing control designs are capable of ensuring MEMS gyroscope uniformly ultimately bounded with a remarkable steady-state tracking performance using properly selected design parameters, the convergence boundaries of all signals are determined by some unknown bounded terms, leading to a fact that the current results lack an effective mechanism to make the tracking errors satisfy the predetermined specifications on both transient and steadystate phases. This weakness will unavoidably cause control conservatism and hinder the high-performance measurement for MEMS gyroscope. Besides, note that the transient performance criteria are crucial for MEMS gyroscope implementation, for example, an excessive overshoot will drive the system output surpass the measurement scale and cause potential damage to the measuring meter, and too long convergence time of MEMS gyroscope cannot satisfy some measurement situations featured as fast dynamics(such as missile [11] , hypersonic vehicle [12] ). Thus, it is crucial to investigate an advanced controller design for MEMS gyroscope to assure a predetermined transient tracking performance. Prescribed performance control (PPC) [13] , which is capable of confining output error within the range of predetermined behavior functions, has been widely exploited by constructing proper error transformation and preselected performance functions to convert the original constrained dynamics into an unconstrained one [13] - [17] . In [13] , a NN-based decentralized control scheme with prescribed performance is exploited for a class of uncertain switched interconnected nonlinear system subject to unknown functions, such that the tracking errors are convergent to small residual sets with prescribed bound. To realize space target capturing task, a composite controller with prescribed transient and steady-state performance is established in [14] for free-flying space manipulators subject to uncertain system dynamics. It should be noted that most of the aforementioned investigations based on PPC technique require that all system states can be measured precisely, while for MEMS gyroscope, the velocity states are commonly hard to be measured accurately owing to the volume, weight, and noise contamination. Thus, it is imperative to construct a PPCbased output feedback control scheme for MEMS gyroscope.
Another problem we study is to achieve transient tracking performance for MEMS gyroscope under the premise of limited energy and resource. It should be noted that the current controllers are established within the continuoustime framework, where the control signals are required to be transmitted and executed at every sampling instant, regardless of whether the system needs attention or not [18] . This fact will lead to excessive occupation of energy and limited communication resource and further greatly reduce the operational time for MEMS gyroscope, especially when employing large sampling frequency. Nevertheless, if we select relatively low sampling frequency, the controller may not be able to capture the behavior of close-loop system featured as fast dynamics (e.g. missile [11] , hypersonic vehicle [20] ), and notable tracking error will be caused. Thus, there exist an irreconcilable discrepancy between tracking error and energy consumption under the current investigations constructed within the continuous-time framework for MEMS gyroscope. To avoid the unnecessary resources consumption, eventtriggered strategies, by which the sampling instants are only determined by the evolution of system performance satisfying triggered conditions, are presented and have been employed in many pioneering researches [21] - [27] , [38] , [40] . In [21] , fixed threshold triggering mechanisms are blended in the controller design for motor system with nonlinearity, where the existence of Zeno behavior can be avoided. An eventtriggered robust control method is reported in [22] for flexible spacecraft considering limited communication bandwidth. To further reduce the system resource cost, in [23] , an eventtriggered and self-triggered H ∞ control algorithm is investigated for a class of uncertain switched linear system with exogenous disturbances, and similar studies can be found in [24] and [25] . Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is still no results for MEMS gyroscope considering event-triggered mechanism. Thus, it is still an open problem for MEMS gyroscope to achieve transient performance with reduced energy and communication resource consumption.
Motived by the aforementioned issues, we establish an event-triggered output feedback control with prescribed performance for MEMS gyroscope, whose advantages outperforming current results are collected in TABLE 3 in APPENDIX.
The contributions are listed as follows:
• In contrast to the current results constructed within continuous-time framework [1] , [4] , [8] , [10] , the proposed event-triggered controller can ensure close-loop stability with intermittent sampling, which means that the controller-to-actuator channels for MEMS gyroscope are required to be performed only if the preassigned discrete-time conditions are violated, such that unnecessary communication occupation can be dramatically reduced. In addition, a robust control law is pursued to compensate for the measurement error induced by an event-triggered sampler without the strict assumption for input-to-state stable (ISS) and Zeno phenomena.
• Different from the uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB) results for MEMS gyroscope [1] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [10] , the proposed PPC-based controller can make the system output signals satisfy preselected performance envelopes to eliminate the harmful impact of discontinuous dynamics caused by the event-triggered mechanism, contributing to a low-resources-dissipation controller with predefined tracking accuracy.
• With PPC, fixed threshold-based sampler, sigmoid function-based tracking differentiator (STD), Linear Extended-State-Observer (LESO), an event-triggered output feedback control with prescribed performance is established for MEMS gyroscope, such that excessive energy and resource occupation can be avoided in the prescribed performance control paradigm independent of the immeasurable velocity state, while STD is designed to address the issue of explosion of complexity.
This rest paper is arranged as follows. Section II illustrates problem formulation. Section III presents the design process. IV proposes the stability analysis. Section V provides simulation results. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. MEMS GYROSCOPE MODEL A. MEMS GYROSCOPE MODEL
The mechanical model of a single-axis MEMS gyroscope with respect to the gyroscope frame denoted by B = {x b , y b } is depicted in Fig. 1 , which can be seen as a proof mass suspended by elastic structures (springs and dampers). Assuming that the stiffness of spring in z direction is much larger than that in x b , y b directions according to [7] , the proof mass can only move in the x b −o − y b plane. To achieve angular rate sensing, the proof mass is excited to resonate along the drive axis x b , and the output amplitude of sense axis y b is required to be zero. Then, Coriolis acceleration containing the information of angular rate can be measured through the sensing mechanism constructed by capacitive detectors. Taking the fabrication imperfections into account, which causes extra coupling between x b and y b axes, the equation of MEMS gyroscope can be written as follows [4] :
x v2 ] T are the position and velocity of the proof mass with respect to B, ∈ R 2×2 is an unknown angular rate matrix. D ∈ R 2×2 and K ∈ R 2×2 are uncertain damping and spring coefficient matrices, respectively, which are immeasurable in the MEMS gyroscope implementation. The unknown environmental disturbances is considered as a time-varying vibration signal, denoted by J ∈ R 2×1 satisfying J ≤J withJ being an unknown bound. u 1 , u 2 are the control forces. Furthermore, on account of the diversified scales of MEMS gyroscope [1] , [4] , [8] , [10] , the nondimensionalized approach is introduced and then, we get the following normalized variables:
where m, q 0 , ω 0 are the reference mass, length, and natural resonance frequency, respectively. Assumption 1 [28] : The reference signals x d pi ,ẋ d pi ,ẍ d pi , i = 1, 2 are commonly considered to be bounded, which means that x d pi is an adequately smooth function of t, and thus, we assume a positive constant B 0 belongs to a compact 0 , which is defined as
Control Objective: For the MEMS gyroscope (1) satisfying assumption 1, the control objective is to design an eventedtriggered output feedback control law with prescribed performance while the following conditions are satisfied: 1) All closed-loop signals in the MEMS gyroscope dynamics are UUB considering the coupling, parametric uncertainties as well as unknown environmental disturbances.
2) The position tracking error e pi (t) = x pi (t) − x d pi (t), i = 1, 2 of MEMS gyroscope satisfies the prescribed envelopes as
where λ i ,λ i ∈ (0, 1] are design constants, ρ i (t) is the prescribed performance function, and the detailed description can be seen from the controller design.
III. EVENT-TRIGGERED OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL DESIGN
In the literature, although variety of pioneering researches for MEMS gyroscope can work well in achieving UUB results, excessive energy and resource consumption are commonly required, which is not practical in some applications. VOLUME 8, 2020 To deal with this problem, we design an event-triggered output feedback controller with the aid of PPC technique [13] , event-triggered mechanism [21] , LESO [7] , STD [29] , and Lyapunov synthesis, such that the tracking errors can convergence to predetermined residual sets with reduced energy and resource occupation. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the presented control scheme.
A. ERROR TRANSFORMATION
To make the tracking error converge to a predetermined residual set with expected convergence time and the maximum overshoot less than a preassigned level, we employ a PPC technique in our controller, which is shown in Fig. 3 . An exponential decaying function is typically selected as prescribed performance envelope
where ρ i0 is selected to limit the maximum overshoot of e pi (t) at transient stage, while the initial condition −λ i ρ i (0) < e pi (0) <λ i ρ i (0) should be fulfilled. It should be noted that ρ i (t) is bounded and strictly monotonic decreasing to ρ i (∞) = ρ i∞ , and ρ i∞ denotes the maximum allowable steady-state error. i determines the convergence rate of performance function ρ i (t).
To facilitate the control design, an error transformation function S i (·) is introduced to convert the constrained error dynamics into the following unconstrained one:
with
where ς i (t) = e pi (t)/ρ i (t) denotes the normalized error, and z pi (t) is the transformed error. S i (·) is smooth and strictly increasing, and lim Then, (6) can be rewritten as
Lemma 1 [13] : Considering the MEMS gyroscope output tracking error e pi and the transformed error z pi , the guaranteed transient performance of e pi can be obtained for all times if z pi is bounded, i.e., the aforementioned inequality (4) is satisfied.
B. LESO
LESO is as an effective approach to estimate matched disturbance, which has been validated in various implementations [7] , [30] - [32] . in this paper, we construct a leso in controller to estimate the lumped disturbances and immeasurable velocity states for MEMS gyroscope. Recall the system dynamics (1), we consider (10) wherex p ,x v ,x e are the estimation states of x p , x v , x e , respectively.
.ω e is the observer bandwidth andx ei =f vi .
Define the scaled estimation error as η
Then, the error dynamics can be shown aṡ
where
with I n×m represents a n × m identity matrix, and 0 n×m denotes a n × m zero matrix. Lemma 2 [29] , [43] : Assume that the time derivation of lumped disturbances satisfying h <h withh being an unknown positive constant [29] , it can obtained that the LESO defined by (10) is stable and the estimation error can be restrained within an arbitrary small residual set with sufficiently large observer bandwidth ω e .
C. CONTROL DESIGN
Following the backstepping design framework [36] , [37] , [45] , [46] , the design procedure of presented controller contains the following two steps:
Step 1: Recollecting the definition of transformed error z pi (t), we can further obtain its time derivatioṅ
Recalling the system dynamics (1), which revealing thaṫ x pi = x vi , then, (13) can be rewritten aṡ
Subsequently, to stabilize the error dynamics (13), we design a virtual controllerx v = [x v1 ,x v2 ] T :
where k pi denotes the controller gain.
For the sake of addressing the ''complexity explosion'', we use a sigmoid function-based differentiator (STD) to obtain the time derivation ofx vi
where a i > 0,µ ji > 0, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the design parameters. Lemma 3 [29] : Consider the following system
According to the investigation in [29] , we can obviously conclude that for any arbitrarily bounded signal, after finite time ℵ, the solution of (18) fulfills the following condition:
That is, the tracking estimation ψ 0 averagely converges to the input signal σ (t) and the time derivation tends toσ (t).
Remark 1: Compared to the hybrid tracking differentiator (HTD) [33] , the STD presented in [29] preserves a fast and precise signal derivation capability, meanwhile the undesirable chattering phenomena can be also mitigated. Besides, unlike dynamics surface control (DSC) [42] , [44] , which requires a strict condition that the initial filtered state should be identical with that of the input signal to avoid the peaking phenomena, STD can obtain precise tracking and differential signal without the requirement of precise knowledge of initial input signal. Consequently, considering the peculiarity of MEMS gyroscope featured as fast dynamics, and to achieve signal derivation without causing extra performance deterioration, we employ STD in our recursive control design process.
Step 2: In this step, the control law based on eventtriggered mechanism is constructed. Firstly, we define the tracking error for velocity subsystem of MEMS gyroscope as (20) Recalling the velocity subsystem dynamics defined aṡ x v = − (D + 2 )x v − Kx p + u + J and the definition of lumped disturbances f v , we haveẋ v = f v + u. Then, based on the estimation resultsẋ v described in LESO section, (20) can be further derived as the following form:
where e v = [e v1 (t), e v2 (t)] T . Different from the existing control designs for MEMS gyroscope within the continuous-time framework [1] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [10] , fixed threshold event-triggered mechanism is designed firstly for the MEMS gyroscope control realization, such that low resource consumption can be captured without sacrificing tracking accuracy. Subsequently, to compensate for the measurement error caused by event-triggered mechanism, we establish a robust control law ν i for MEMS gyroscope velocity subsystem
The triggering event is defined as
where ι i = k vi e vi (t) −ẋ d vi +x ei .e Ei (t) demonstrates the measurement error. Note that the control signal u i (t) will be updated at time t i k+1 only if the measurement error violates the designed triggered condition. It means that the control signal u i (t) will hold on the same value u i (t i k ) within the range of [t i k , t i k+1 ). m i contributes to the triggering threshold. From (23), we can derive that the measurement error fulfills |e Ei (t)| ≤ m i , which can be further rewritten as
To effectively compensate for the measurement error and estimation error of LESO, the design parameterm i in control law (22) should satisfym i ≥ i (t)m i + 3ω 2 ex pi . Remark 2: It is worth emphasizing that there exists an assumption in the event-triggered controller designs [34] that the system dynamics is required to be ISS with respect to the measurement error, which is hard to be guaranteed in the control development [18] . Differently, we design a term m i tanh(e vi (t)m i /ε i ) to compensate for the measurement error, such that the control law and event-triggered mechanism can be co-designed regardless of the ISS assumption.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: Consider the MEMS gyroscope model (1), the control signal (22) , the LESO (10) and STD (17) . For any bounded initial conditions satisfying −λ i ρ i (0) < e pi (0) < λ i ρ i (0), i = 1, 2 there exist constants κ i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, 3 defined by (24) , such that all involved signals in MEMS gyroscope dynamics converge to small residual sets, and preselected performance functions ρ i (t), i = 1, 2 are not violated. Besides, For any k ∈ Z + , there exist unknown positive
where k p = diag{k p1 , k p2 }, k v = diag{k v1 , k v2 }.λ min (·) is the minimum eigenvalue of a matrix. Proof: Define the following overall Lyapunov function candidate:
where P is a positive definite matrix satisfying A T P + PA = −I. With the aid of (11), (15) and (20), differentiating (25) with respect to time yieldṡ
{z pi −k pi z pi + s vi + e vi + e vi (−x ei +3ω 2
ex pi
where s vi = x d vi −x vi denotes the estimation error of STDs, and ϑ PB 2 . Note that hyperbolic tangent function tanh(·) has the following property:
where > 0, ϒ ∈ R. Finally, (26) can be rewritten in a concise forṁ
According to Young's inequality, we can obtain the following inequalities [32] 
Then, the time derivationV can be further rewritten with a condense forṁ
Recalling Lemma 3, it can be concluded that s v 2 → 0 with appropriately selected parameters. Subsequently, we geṫ
Define τ = 0.557(ε 1 + ε 2 ) +h ϑ ω 2 e . Subsequently, with the aid of aforementioned derivation, we define
where λ max (·) is the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix. Note that if z p / ∈ z p , e v / ∈ e v , η / ∈ η , we can easily obtain thaṫ V < 0, and thus, these errors z p , e v ,x p ,x v ,x e are all UUB. Furthermore, recalling Lemma1 and based on (32), we can conclude that the transient behavior of e pi can be restrained within the predetermined envelopes. Subsequently, recollect the control law (22) , it can be easily obtained that the time differentiation of ν i is determined by the signals x vi andx ei . Based on the results of (32) , which reveals that all these signals are UUB, we can further derive that there exists a constant ξ i > 0 satisfyingν i ≤ ξ i . Note that the measurement error e Ei (t i k ) = 0 and lim 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, several numerical simulations are made to show the feasibility and superiority of the presented controller. Referring to the investigation in [39] , we allow ±10% parameter uncertainties for the spring and damping coefficients with respect to their nominal values. Besides, the external disturbances is chosen as 10 + sin(4.17t) cos(4.17t) to approximate the vibration signal in practice.
Borrowed from [39] , the reference parameters of MEMS gyroscope are set as m = 1.8 × 10 −7 kg, q 0 = 1µm, ω 0 = 1kHz. Then, by virtue of the nondimensionalized method defined by (2) strategy is designed as follows:
with triggering event
where the detailed design parameters of presented controller are provided in TABLE 1.
A. EXPERIMENT I
To validate the effectiveness of the presented control algorithm, using the design parameters listed in TABLE 1, the following simulations are constructed. Fig.4 shows the experiment results. It can be obviously seen from Fig.4 (a)-(d) that a fast and accurate tracking performance for both MEMS gyroscope driving mode and sensing mode can be achieved, while the tracking errors are restrained within the prescribed performance envelopes, such that predefined specifications on system output tracking performance at both transient and steady-state phases can be satisfied. From Fig.4 (e)-(h), we can obtain that the immeasurable velocity as well as unknown lumped disturbances can be precisely estimated with the aid of LESOs. Fig.4 (i)-(j) show that the control signals generated by the proposed controller are non-smooth functions, which are updated only if the preselected conditions are fulfilled.
B. EXPERIMENT II
To certify the competence of the proposed controller in achieving prescribed tracking performance, we make the following comparable simulations with active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) [7] . To guarantee fairness of simulation experiment, the same control gains and observer bandwidths as Experiment I are employed, where the control law is provided as [7] u i = −ω 2 ci e pi (t) − 2ω ci e vi (t) −x ei (t)
where ω c1 = 9, ω c2 = 12 are the controller bandwidths. MEMS gyroscope, the predetermined performance functions are violated under ADRC, owing to the lack of constraining mechanism in the controller design. Differently, for the presented controller, attributing to the introduction of error transformation function, which transforms the constrained system dynamics of MEMS gyroscope into an unconstrained one, such that the output tracking errors can be restrained within the prescribed performance functions. Consequently, it is clear that a prescribed tracking performance with faster convergence time and smaller overshoot, as well as improved accuracy can be guaranteed with the aid of the presented algorithm.
C. EXPERIMENT III
For the purpose of indicating the effectiveness of the proposed control design in reducing communication data size, the following experiment considering two cases with different triggering thresholds are performed. We select triggering threshold as m 1 = 10, m 2 = 5 in Case 1, and m 1 = 200, m 2 = 100 in Case 2, while other relevant design parameters are still the same as Experiment I. The experimental test is performed in MATLAB/Simulink environment with a sampling frequency being 2000Hz, the total simulation time is 2s. The simulation results are depicted in Figs.7-8, and collected in TABLE 2. From TABLE 2, it can be obviously shown that unlike the controllers established within the continuous-time framework, including PPC incorporated with LESO, and ADRC technique [7] , the communication data size can be dramatically reduced under the proposed control scheme, meanwhile the tracking accuracy can be also guaranteed. Besides, from Figs.7-8 and TABLE 2, we can observe that a larger triggering interval can be obtained by selecting a larger triggering threshold, which contributes to the dramatical reduction on the communication data size. However, a prolonged triggering interval will also induce considerable measurement error to the close-loop control system, leading to harmful chattering phenomena in the control signals and deteriorated tracking performance. Consequently, in practice, there always exist a tradeoff between tracking error and resource consumption, and proper parameters in event-triggered condition should be selected according to the specific requirement on tracking performance and resources utilization.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an event-triggered output feedback control algorithm with prescribed performance is presented for MEMS gyroscope subject to the lumped disturbances. By designing error transformation function to convert the constrained system dynamics into an unconstrained one, a prescribed tracking performance for MEMS gyroscope driving mode and sensing mode can be obtained, making the output tracking errors convergence to predetermined residual sets. Besides, with the aid of LESOs, the lumped disturbances and immeasurable velocity states can be simultaneously estimated, such that the close-loop system stability can be captured without the requirement of precise velocity measurement. Moreover, by incorporating event-triggered mechanism into the controller design, unnecessary energy and communication resource can be effectively reduced, allowing for a longer operation time for MEMS gyroscope without sacrificing measurement accuracy. Robust control laws are designed to compensate for the measurement error and estimation error without relying ISS assumption, while STDs are introduced to pursue the time differentiations of virtue control laws. In the near future, we will pay attention to the self-triggered VOLUME 8, 2020 neural learning control design for MEMS gyroscope considering full-state constraints and limited communication resources.
